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Welcome & Introduction

Maurice Whyms



The question posed today…

How do we solve the problems in Health, Housing 
and Pensions….

in a manner that does address those problems….

but which also balances the needs of all 
generations?



The views expressed in these presentations are 

those of the presenters and not necessarily of 

the Society of Actuaries in Ireland 

or their employers

Disclaimer 



Health:

The sustainability of Ireland’s health system 
in a changing demographic environment

Aisling Kennedy FSAI



Agenda



Anti-microbial resistance



“The thoughtless person playing with penicillin 
treatment is morally responsible for the death of 
the man who finally succumbs to infection with the 
penicillin-resistant organism”: Alexander Fleming 

Dame Sally Davies, UK Chief Medical Officer warns of a potential “future in which common infections 
and minor injuries kill once again, and where the types of intervention we routinely deliver today, such 
as caesarean sections, chemotherapy and hip replacements, become extremely dangerous...
What is at stake here is nothing less than the basic integrity of modern medicine – and without this, 
quite simply, we, our children, and our grandchildren have nothing.”

The US Centers for 
Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) 
estimate that 
antibiotic-resistant 
microorganisms 
cause more than two 
million infections in 
the USA each year, 
resulting in at least 
23,000 deaths.





Global antibiotic consumption, 2000–2015

Eili Y. Klein et al. PNAS 2018;115:15:E3463-E3470



Healthcare costs & metrics



Health care spending by age

Institute for Fiscal Studies 2016

Average hospital spending by age and gender, UK, 2010/11 – 2014/15 



“Population age structure is often included as a covariate in health 
expenditure regressions….these variables are generally insignificant 
when included in regression models explaining per-capita health 
spending.”
WHO, 2011, “The determinants of health expenditure”



Health costs by proximity to death

Males, by age

D. Howdon, N. Rice / Journal of Health Economics 57 (2018) 60–74 71



ESRI projections of health care demand

Source: Wren et al. 2017. Projections of Demand for Healthcare in Ireland 2015-2030 ESRI Research Series Report 

Methodology

• Dynamic equilibrium (i.e. life expectancy increases are equalled by additional years without ill 

health): hospital in-patient and day cases, home care

• Compression of morbidity (i.e. assumes the gain in health status exceeds the gain in life 

expectancy by 50%): residential long term care

Projected population growth of 14% - 23%



Health care costs
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All financing schemes - Per capita, current prices, current PPPs, 2016 Voluntary/OOP as % of total

Source: OECD Health Statistics 2018



Life expectancy at birth and health spending per capita 
(2015) or nearest year

Source: OECD Health Statistics 2017



Source: 2014, The Economist Intelligence Unit

Methodology

• DALYs (disability adjusted life years) and HALEs (health adjusted life expectancy) were used as 

the main outcomes measurement.

• Extra measures of average life expectancy at age 60 and adult mortality rates were added to 

distinguish performance at the top end of the outcomes scale. 

• A composite outcome was generated from all four indicators and standardised into an outcomes 

index score, on a scale of 0 to 100 (with higher scores indicating better outcomes). 

• All 166 countries were then ranked according to their score on this index.



Generics

Source: OECD Health Statistics 2018

2016 calendar year



Hospital bed capacity review

Public  Private 

Current 10,500 1,900
Project current performance 4,600 44% 500 26%
Reduce bed occupancy to 85% 1,200 11%
S1 - Improved health and wellbeing -800
S2 - Comprehensive community based services -1,900
S3A - Hospital productivity: configuration -200
S3B - Hospital productivity - patient flow -800

Overall 12,600 20% 2,400 26%

Projected in-patient beds 2016 - 2031



Looking forward – global themes



• Moving away from fee for service medicine

• Shift from treating illness to enabling wellness

• Integrated care / provider systems

• Activating patient engagement

• Technology enabled care

• Wearables

• End of life care

• Genomic medicine

Looking forward – global themes



Genetic testing
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Genomic medicine

Risk assessment e.g. women with a BRCA gene variation have a higher risk of breast 
cancer 

Early detection e.g. individuals with variations in genes that increase risk of colon 
cancer benefit from earlier and more frequent screening

Diagnosis For some types of heart disease, detection of a gene variation can 
lead to diagnosis and treatment that can prevent sudden cardiac 
death before any symptoms occur

Prognosis For many types of cancer, presence or absence of specific mutations 
means a higher likelihood of survival

Tailored treatment Some of the variability in how people respond to medications is 
explained by the way their bodies interact with the drugs

Source: JAMA Patient Page, Genomic Medicine



Housing:

Solving  Ireland’s Housing Crisis

Tom Dunne 



• Housing is Important

– Adequate Housing recognised as part of the right to an adequate 
standard of living in the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights and in the 1966 International Covenant on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights 

• Fundamental interest to every family/person  

• State  has vital interest in an adequately housed workforce 

– Impact on productivity & competitiveness

– Impact on health, social welfare, education 

– Foundation for welfare state

Housing: Solving Ireland’s Housing Crisis 



• Governments reduced costs of housing through

– Mortgage interest relief

– Grants/ direct subsidies

– Tax breaks

• These increased the attractiveness of  ownership & allowed 
majority to buy

• Against a background of 

– Stable careers  with growing incomes

• By  1980 subsidies to home owners were the most 
generous in western Europe

In the 20th Century Public  Policy Heavily  
Incentivised  Home Ownership



• Deals with the perils of  renting

• Lack of security of tenure 

• Lack of security about the cost of accommodation -
Particularly after retirement

• Control over home environment

• Home ownership offers

• More stable society –people have a property stake

• Better neighbourhoods 

• Wealth accumulation & pension provision 

• Affordable retirement  

• Less inclined to dedicate money  to pension provision

Home ownership archetype



• High house prices &  high  home ownership

• By 1970 

– Ireland 61% 

– UK 50%

– Sweden 35%

• By 2007  home ownership peaked at 80%

• Direct provision of Social Housing for those who could not 
buy

• From 1980s governments 

– Reduced tax breaks, grants & incentives  

– This should have reduced prices 

• But  home ownership grew anyway ……..?

Outcome  for Ireland



• From 1980s banks not building societies provided finance

– Building societies circulate existing money 

– But banks create it!

• Moving  from 

– 2.5 X single income +1 X second income 

– to 3.5 X joint income 

– allows double the size of  mortgage 

• Increased credit drives property prices higher

• Result – increase in property prices from 1980s

• Despite withdrawal of subsidies 

• The model seemed to work

Financialization of Housing 



Housing Hypothesis

• Home ownership can be made affordable by borrowing 

• High property prices are good

• Property investment is lucrative & PRS  will be provided 
by the market

• Enabling reduced direct state provision of social 
housing



• High prices a good thing & needed to drive supply

• Social housing -the safety net 

• For those who can’t  buy

• Low rents & with secure tenure

• Possibility of tenant purchase in long term

• Public Policy is framed by this

• Dominated  thinking in late 20th century……and continues

• Thinking of baby boomers 

Property Ladder Concept 



Relationship between high house prices and 
development land muddled

• Need to understand causal link between high 
property prices and high land prices

• High house prices                  high land prices 

• Development land & new houses can be taxed to 
provide infrastructure & fund  social housing

– eg Development Levies & Part V

• Housing policy dependent on high prices



Housing crisis – A failure of public policy

• System/ Market is now not responding adequately to 
Govt Policy   

• Time to ask if policy correct 

• Einstein’s views on problem solving 

“We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking 
we used when we created them” 

“If I had only one hour to save the world, I would 
spend fifty-five minutes defining the problem, and only 
five minutes finding the solution”



Buying a home now compared to past 

• Government subsidies and incentives reduced

• Lending criteria for mortgages more constrained

• Contingent/contract/precarious employment  makes 
paying a mortgage off more risky

• There is an understandable wariness about debt

• The contexts have changed 

• So should the policy 



Home ownership - a thing of the past for many

• Will lower income households be able to finance  
house purchase? 

• Is the property ladder now only for the very  well 
off

• Inevitably more people will rent than before

• Some will never buy - Generation Rent 



The paradigm has changed 

• Policies driven by 20th century thinking will not 
solve the housing crisis of the 21st century 

• Government policy should aim at reducing  
property prices so that buyers are not so indebted



More people with lower incomes will rent but who from? 

And what happens when tenants retire?

• Assumption-- property investment is lucrative

– Where is the economic analysis supporting this? 

– Unlikely that under-capitalised private investors can 
supply without finance  - BtL from banks –

– But gearing is risky

– Risks of small scale property ownership 
underappreciated

• Pension Funds /Institutions/corporates have a role-

• But how?

The Rental Sector



Social Housing

• Has to be provided directly by the state - market won’t 
solve this problem

• Part of  infrastructure

• Much greater scale than currently envisaged  is 
required 

• Achieving mixed communities through Part V is  a 
barrier to supply

• Subsidising tenants to rent in PRS  crowds out other 
tenants

• Move to Public Housing 



• Shift thinking away from Residential Capitalism 

• Tackle the housing problem from the bottom up 
not top down

• Directly employ builders & continue through the 
next recession

Thank you! 

Final thoughts 



Pensions: 

Is the Government’s 2018 Roadmap for 
Pensions Reform headed for success?

Roma Burke, FSAI





United States Library of Congress's Prints and Photographs division 
digital ID cph.3c08091.



German Federal Archives, via Wikimedia Commons



By Unknown, Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=388210
https://www.irishexaminer.com/breakingnews/ireland/public-servants-to-work-until-70-amid-spiralling-pensions-
876359.html
https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/compulsory-retirement-age-for-public-sector-staff-set-to-rise-to-
70-1.3317610

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=388210
https://www.irishexaminer.com/breakingnews/ireland/public-servants-to-work-until-70-amid-spiralling-pensions-876359.html
https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/compulsory-retirement-age-for-public-sector-staff-set-to-rise-to-70-1.3317610


By Official photographer - http://media.iwm.org.uk/iwm/mediaLib//32/media-32192/large.jpgThis is 
photograph TR 1468 from the collections of the Imperial War Museums., Public Domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=24436974



https://www.independent.ie/business/personal-finance/donohoe-admits-pension-hit-to-women-is-bonkers-36219507.html

https://www.independent.ie/business/personal-finance/donohoe-admits-pension-hit-to-women-is-bonkers-36219507.html


2015 Actuarial Review of the Social Insurance Fund
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Money out

Money in

Public Service Occupational Pensions in Ireland - Cash Flow Analysis
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“The projected increase in 
expenditure may necessitate 

further reforms in public service 
occupational pensions to ensure 

its sustainability over future 
years”

Public Service Occupational Pensions in Ireland - Cash Flow Analysis
https://www.per.gov.ie/wp-content/uploads/9.-Public-Service-Occupational-Pensions-in-Ireland_Cashflow-Analysis.pdf

https://www.per.gov.ie/wp-content/uploads/9.-Public-Service-Occupational-Pensions-in-Ireland_Cashflow-Analysis.pdf


Total projected shortfall: Social Insurance + 
Public Sector Pensions

5.5

10.9

17.4

21.8

1.6



By Mister-E - Angry elephant ears, CC BY 2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=22613018





b



Cant afford a pension

Never got around to 
organising a pension



Some reasons not to save

I need the 
money for 

something else

I might need the 
money for 

something else

I don’t understand 
pensions!

I’m afraid I’ll lose 
money?

Is that really my 
money?



Just Save



Intergenerational Opportunities

€

€ € € €



Solving everything in one go



By Studio of Joshua Reynolds - National Portrait Gallery: NPG 655, 
Public Domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=2731645

“Society is indeed a 
contract . . . [It is] a 
partnership not only 
between those who 
are living, but 
between those who 
are living, those who 
are dead, and those 
who are to be born.”

Edmund Burke, “Reflections on the Revolution in France and on the 
Proceedings in Certain Societies in London Relative to that Event



Panel Discussion



CLOSE


